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Introduction 

Let ACml, BCnJ be integral positive definite matrices. Our problem is 
to study when the quadratic equation A[X]=B has an integral solution. 
We know already that A[X]=B has an integral solution provided that 
m;;:;;2n+3, it has an integral solution over ZP and mino*xEzn B[x] is suffi
ciently large. But we know nothing about this problem for m<2n+2 
except in the case of n= 1. To have a perspective, we know empirically 
that it is better to study the magnitude of the number r(B, A) of integral 
solutions of A[X]=B. Siegel showed that the weighted average of r(B, Ai) 
for Ai e gen A is an infinite product of the amount rxp(B, A) of local solu
tions, roughly speaking. Hence the local density rxp(B, A) may suggest 
something global. If, for example, the average is relatively large, that is, 
TIPrxp(B, A)>,.:(>O), then we can expect r(B, A')>O for every A' in 
gen A. If, to the contrary, the average is relatively small, then we may 
expect that it is almost equal to r(B, A") for some A" in gen A, in other 
words, r(B, A')/r(B, A") may be sufficiently small for every A' in gen A 
with els A' =;t=cls A", and it leads us to the linear independence of theta 
series like in the case of m=n+ I (cf. the conjectures in [2, 3, 13]). Al
though there is a gap between the behaviour of the infinite product 
TI p rxp(B, A) and the one of each rxp(B, A), we want to give sufficient con
ditions in order that limi rxp(Bi, A)= 0 or limi inf rxp(Bi, A)> 0 at the outset. 

Theorem A. Let M, N =N 1 l_N 2 be regular quadratc lattices over ZP 
and let {Min- 1 be representatives of submodules in M isometric to N 1 which 
are not transformed mutually by isometries of M. Then there are positive 
constants cJN 1, Mi) such that 

rxp(N, M)= I: cJN 1, Mi)rxp(N2, Mt). 
i 

Hence the behaviour of rxp(N1l_N 2, M) with N1 fixed is reduced to 
the one of rxp(N2, Mf). 
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Theorem B. Let M, N be regular quadratic lattices over ZP with 
rkN=n<rkM=m and NcM. 

a) If there is a submodule N0 of M such that N0 ::.N and 
[MnQPN 0 : N0]<ci, then ap(N, M)>c 2 for a positive constant c2 depending 
only on M, c1• 

b) Ifm>2n+ 1 and ap(N, M)>c~ (>O), then there is a submodule 
N' of M such that N'::.N and [Mn QPN': N']<c, for some constant c; 
depending only on M, c~. 

If m>2n+3, then the assumption of a) holds and hence ap(N, M)> 
c1 (>O) for NcM. This corresponds just to the global fact stated at the 
very beginning from the viewpoint of an analytic approach. For m>2n 
+ I, the local density is away from zero if and only if an almost primitive 
representation of-N by M exists. Does this suggest that the above global 
fact holds for primitive representations if m>2n+ I? The spinoi: excep
tions must be taken account of in the case of m = 3, n = I. 

Theorem C. Let M-::::>N be regular quadratic lattices with rkM=m, 
rkN=n, indM=r and suppose n+l~m~2n. Then there is a positive 
constant c(M, N) such that ap(ptN, M)>c(M, N)pt<n-r)(n+r+l-m) for t>O. 

Unless n=r +2, m=2n, it is easy to see (n-r)(n+r + 1-m) > 0. 
If n=r+2 and m=2n, then ap(ptN, M)>c(M, N)p- 2t holds. The al
most converse inequality ap(ptN, M)<cp<•- 2>t holds for any e>O if the 
following holds: 

Put 

n c1-qi) 
1:.is:k (Gaussian polynomial), n (l-qi)· n (l-qi) 

1:f,i:f,g l:i,i:i,k-g 

Hn(x) = E [n ]xr, 
r=O r 

and define F(a, k, z) inductively: 

F(O,k,z)= I: (-l)k-KHk_g(-q)[k]qg<g+ 3l/2-kzK-l, 
O:!,g:!,k g 

F(a+ 1, k, z)= I: F(a, g, z)(-l)k-g Hk_g(-q)[ k ]qg<g+3>12-kzg 
a+l:.g:.k g 

-F(a, k, z)q<a+l)(a+2)/2za+I, 

If, then F(n-2, n.....:..I, q-n)=F(n-2, n, q-n)=O (n=rkN) holds, then 
the above almost converse inequality holds, and it is the case if n<9. 
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It may be interesting to study the case when aq(N,, M)-+0 (or -+oo) 
and ap(N,, M)<cP (or >cp) for some constant cP for every prime p:;c=q. 

It might be a next problem to give a sufficient and/or necessary con
dition to limap{K, M)=O, limap(K, M)>O where Kruns over submodules 
in a fixed lattice. 

We denote by Zp, QP the ring of p-adic integers, the field of p-adic 
numbers respectively. For a quadratic lattice M over Zp, Q(x), B(x, y) 
are the quadratic form and the bilinear form on it with Q(x+y)-Q(x)
Q(y) = 2B(x, y). M 1 is, by definition, {x e QPM I B(x, M) c Zp}· n(M), 
~(M) denote ZP{Q(x) Ix e M}, {B(x, y) Ix, y e M} respectively and then 
2~(M) c n(M) c ~(M) is obvious. 

§1. 

In this section we define the local density for the sake of complete
ness, and give a reduction formula. 

Let M=Zp[u 1, ···,um], N=Zp[vi, · · ·, vnl be regular quadratic lattices 
over ZP with rankM=m2'::rankN=n, and suppose that there is a sub
module K=Zp[wi, .. ·, wnl of Mwhich is isometric to N. These are fixed 
through this section. 

We put 

A ,(N, M)={a: N~MJptM 1110' is a linear mapping with Q(ux)}, 
P =Q(x) mod2p 1Z~ for x e N 

B ,(N, M)={a: N~M/ptM Ju is a linear mapping with Q(ux)}, 
P =Q(x) mod 2p 1ZP for x e N 

c ,(N, M)= {a: N ~M /ptM I a is a linear mapping with B(<1x, <1y)}, 
p :=B(x, y) modp 1Zp for x, y EN 

D ,(N, M)={<1 e A ,(N, M) 1<1 induces an injective mapping}, 
P p from N/pN to M/pM 

{ I <1 induces an injective mapping}, Ep,(N, M)= <1 e Bp,(N, M) 
from N/pN to M/pM 

Fp,(N, M; K) = {<1 e cp,(N, M) I There is an isometry 7J of M such}. 
that T)(K) = Zp[<1(v1), ·, • ·, <1(vn)l 

Proposition 1. Let hN, hM be integers such that plLNn(N11)c2Zp, 
plLMn(M*)c2ZP respectively. Then the following assertions hold where 
n(M)c2ZP is supposed in (ii)-(v). 

( i) For t>hM, AP,(N, M) is well-defined. 
(ii) Bp,(N, M) is well-defined for t20 and (p 1r<n+1>12-mn#Bp 1(N, M) 

is constant for t2hN+ 1, and #BP,(N, M)=[M 11: M]n#APt(N, M) if t>hM. 
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(iii) Cp,(N, M) is well-defined fort >O and (pt)n<n+1,12-mn # Cp,(N, M) 
is constant if either t>hN+I for p=/=-2, or t>hN+2 for p=2, and 
# cp,(N, M)=2n 6••P #Bp,(N, M)for t >O if p=/=-2 and fort "?.hN+2 if p=2. 

(iv) For t>hM+l, we have JEP,(N, M)=[M#: M]n#Dp,(N, M), 
and (ptt(n+l)/Z-mn#Dp,(N, M) is constant for t>hM+l. 

( v) There is a constant a such that for t > a, FP,(N, M; K) is well
defined and (ptt<n+i,;z-mn # Fp,(N, M; K) is constant. 

Proof Suppose t>hM; then we have ~(M#)c½n(M#)cp-tzP and 
hence B(M#,ptM#)cZP. Thus we have ptM#c(M#)#=M. Moreover 
for xeM,yeM 1 we have Q(x+pty)=Q(x)+2ptB(x,y)+p 2tQ(y)= 
Q(x)mod2ptzP. Thus AP,(N, M) is well-defined. Suppose n(M)c2ZP. 
If t>hM, then ptMcptM 1CM implies #Bp,(N, M)=[ptM 1:ptM]n 
#Ap,(N, M)=[M 1 : M]n#Ap,(N, M). Put S=(B(ui, u1)), T=(B(v,, v1)); 

then# BPt(N,M) is the cardinality of the set r(T, S;pt) of Xe Mm,nCZP/ptZP) 
which satisfies that S[X][x]===T[x] mod 2ptzP for every x e z;. We claim 
that pnm#r(T, S; pt)= I:t Jr(T, S;pt+ 1) where {T,} runs over symmetric 
matrices such that Tt[x]=T[x]mod2ptzP for every xez; and x.
Ti[x]mod2pt+izP gives a distinct mapping if i=/=-j. This is clear, con
sidering the mapping X.-Xfrom Utr(Tt,S;pt+ 1) onto r(T,S;pt). By 
Corollary 1 on p. 180 in [6], there is Gt e GLn(ZP) such that Ti= T[Gt] if 
t>hN+l, and then Jr(Tt, S;pt+ 1)=#r(T, S;pt+ 1). Since the cardinality 
of {T,} ispn(n+l)/2, we have, for t>hN+l, 

#Bp,(N, M)=p-nm+n(n+1)/2#Bpt+1(N, M). 

This completes the proof of (ii). Since Bp,(N, M)= Cp,(N, M) for P*-2, 
we may suppose p=2 to prove the assertion (iii). By r'(T, S; 2t+1) we 
denote the set {Xe Mm,nCZ2/2t+1z 2)1S[X]-Tmod2t+ 1Z 2}. Let {Ta be 
the set of Ti=tT: e Mn(Z 2/21 +1z2) which are distinct if i=!=-j and satisfies 
Tax]= T[x] mod 21 +1z2 for every XE z;. Considering the mapping X -x 
from LJ r'(T S· 2t+1)--r(T S· 2') we have 

i i' ' ' ' ' 

I; Jr'(Ti, S; 2t+1)=2mn#r(T, S; 2'), 
i 

and as above for t>hN+l #r'(T,, S; 21 +1)=#r'(T, S; 2t+1) implies 
2n(n-l)/2 Jr'(T, S; 2t+1)=2mn#r(T, S; 2t). Thus we have, for t"?.hN+l, 

JC 2<+,(N, M)=#r'(T, S; 2t+1)=2mn-n<n- 1,12 Jr(T, S; 2t) 

=2n#r(T, S; 2t+1). 

This completes the proof of the assertion (iii). The first assertion of (iv) 
is proved similarly to (ii). The second assertion follows from (14.2) and 
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(14.3) in [9], applying it to N-+E, QPM-+H, G--'?Mi, u e Dp,(N, M). 
Lastly we show (v). Let a e CP,(N, M) and Yi, zi e M satisfy Yi==Zi== 
a(vi) modptM. Since B(yi, y 1)==B(vi, v1) mod pt, by virtue of Corollary 
4 on p. 184 and its proof in [6], there is an isometry a of M such that 
a(Zp[Yi, · · ·, YnD=ZP[z1, ···,Zn]. Thus FP,(N, M; K) is well-defined for 
a sufficiently large t. Put S=(B(ui, u1)), T=(B(vu v)) and for a E 

FP,(N, M; K) we take any element Yi EM such that Yi==a(vi) modptM, 
and define y E Mm,n(Zp) by (Yi, • • •, Yn)=(u1, • • •, Um)Y. Then for an 
isometry r; in the definition of Fv,(N, M; K) (r;(w1), · · ·, r;(wn))= 
(Yi, · · ·, Yn)G for some G in GLn(Zp). Defining A E GLm(Zp), Z E 

Mm,n(Zp) by (r;(u1),'' ', r;(um))=(U1, '' ', Um)A, (w1, '' ', wn)=(U1,'' ', um)Z, 
we have (u1, · · ·, um)AZ = (r;(u1), · · ·, r;(um))Z = (r;(w1), · · ·, r;(wn)) = 
(Yi,···, Yn)G=(u 1, · · ·, um)YG and thus AZ= YG. It is easy to see that 
the mapping a-+Yis a bijection from Fv,(N, M; K) to r(N, M; K;pt)= 

{ 
i J S[Y]==:Tmodpt, YG=AZ for some Gin} . 

y E Mm,n(Zp)modp GLn(Zp) and A e GLm(Zv) with S[A]=S . Smee 

the second condition YG=AZ holds also for every Y'== Ymodpt for a 
sufficiently large t as noted above in terms of lattices, the assertion (v) is 
proved similarly to (ii). 

We define the local densities by 

ap(N, M)=2n,,,r•m,n[Mi: M]n lim (ptt<n+1i12-mn#Ap,(N, M) 
t-= 

= 2no,,p-om,n lim (pt)n(n+l)/2-mn # BP,(N, M) 
t-= 

=2-•m,n lim (ptt<n+1i12-mn # Cv,(N, M) 
t-= 

and in the case of n(M) c 2Zv, 

dp(N, M)=2-•m,_;nlim(pt)n(n+l)/Z-mn#Ep,(N, M) 
t-= 

if n(M)c2Zp 

if n(M) C 2Zp, 

=2-•m,n[M~: M]n lim (p't<n+1)12-mn # Dv,(N, M), 
t-= 

a/N, M; K)=lim(p')n(n+l)/Z-mn#t:u,(N, M; K). 
t-= 

The following is due to Siegel. 

Proposition 2. ap(N, M)=2no,,p I:QpN::>No::>N [No: N]n-m+1d/No, M) 

if n(M)C2ZP. 

Proof Put S=(B(ui,u 1)), T=(B(vi,v 1)) and Cv,(T,S)={Xe 
Mm,n(Zp)modp'\S[X]==Tmodp'}. #Cp,(T,S)=#Cv,(N,M) is clear. 
For GeGLn(Qv)nMn(Zp) we put Cp,(T,S;G)={XeMm,n(Zp)modp'[ 
S[X]== Tmodp', XG- 1 is primitive} and then# Cp,(T, S)= I:; 0 # Cp,(T, S; G) 
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where G runs over GLn(Zp)\GLn(Qp) n M,.(Zp), noting that if XG-;1(i= I, 2) 
is primitive, then G1G21 e GLn(Z'IJ) holds. Suppose S[X]=Tmodpt and 
xG- 1 is primitive for Ge GL,.(Qp) n M,.(Zp). Put S[X]= T + p 1R; then 
R= 1R e M,.(Z 11) and S[XG- 1]=T[G- 1]+p 1R[G-1]. Denote by {R1, • • ·,R.,} 
the representatives of the set {p1R[G-1]IR= 1ReM,.{Zj,)}mod{p 1RIR= 
tR e M,.(Zp)}. Then we have S[XG- 1]=T[G- 1]+Rt mod pt for some i. 
Since ITl=IS[XG- 1] I IGl2 modp 1, we have 2ord IGI < ord ITI if t>ordlTI, 
and then R1, and hence T[G- 1] are integral for a sufficiently large t. The 
mapping x-xG- 1 is a bijection from 

c;,(r, S; G)={x E Mm,n(Zp)modp'Mm,n(Zp)GIS[X]~T~o~~t }' 
xG- 1 IS pnmitlve 

~ LJ Cp,(T[G- 1]+R1,, S; ln). 
i 

For a sufficiently large t, R1,=0modpC'12J holds and then T[G- 1]+R1,= 
T[G- 1][G'] for some G' e GLn(Zp). Thus we have 

# c;,(r, S; G)= ~ # Cp,(T[G-1], S; ln) 
i 

=(Pord!Glr+l # cp,(T[G-1], S; ln) 

xtt{xmodp'IS[X][x]= T[G- 1x]m~d2(~·~ for} 
every x e z; and XIS pnmittve 

as in the proof of (iii) in Proposition 1, 

=(pordlGJ)n+12na2,p #Ept(T[G-1], M), 

identifying T[G- 1] with the quadratic lattice corresponding to it. Since 
ttc;,(r, S; G)=(p 0rd1a1rttcp,(T, S; G), we have #Cp,(N, M)=#Cp,(T, S) 
= ~G # cp,(T, S; G) = ~G (p0rd1 a1r+ 1-m2nao,p #Ep,(T[G- 1], M). Using 
terms of lattices, we complete the proof. 

Remark. By (iv) of the previous proposition, there exist constants 
c1, c2 dependent only on M such that c1 <dp(N, M)<c 2 if dp(N, M)*O. 
Hence we have 

~ [No: N]n-m+I 
QpN-::JNo-::oN 
dp(No,M)¢0 

= ~p<n-m+l)/2•ord(dN/dH) #{LI QPN-:::JL-:::JN, L~H}, 
H 

where H runs over representatives of isometry classes of primitive sub
modules of rank=n of M. On the other hand, the proposition implies 
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directly ap(N, M) = 2n6••Pdp(M, M)p 0rd (aN/aM)l 2 # {N0 I QPN:) N0 :) N, N0 ~ M} 
ifn=m. 

If n=m=2, then the following is easily shown by checking the reduc
tion formula in [5]. 

Suppose p-=f=-2 and N=(e1P,1 1)j_(e2PA"), M=(o 1pn1)J_(o 2pn•), 
where e1, e2, oi, o2 are p-adic units in ZP with e1e2 =o 1o2 and O<A 1<A 2, 
O<B1<B2, A 1+A 2=B 1+B 2 mod2, A 1 >B 1, A 2-:C.B2. (These conditions 
are necessary to ap(N, M)-=t=O.) Then we have 

ap(N, M)/ap(M, M) 

½(I+ X(e,o,))pA,-B, +(A2-B2)/2 

0 

where X(e)=(;) (Legendre symbol). 

We give another reduction formula. 

if A 1<B 2, 

Ai=Bt mod 2 (i = l, 2). 

if A 1 <B 2, and either 

A,$B 1 mod 2 or 

A 2$B 2 mod 2, 

if B 1$B2 mod 2, B2S:.A1 and 

A1=B 1 mod2, 

if B1$B 2 mod2, B2 ~A 1 and 

A 1$B 1 mod 2, 

if B 1=B 2 mod 2, B2s;.A1 and 

B1<B2, 

if B,=B 2 mod 2, B2S:.A1 and 

B1=B2, 

Proposition 3. Suppose n(M)c2ZP and N =N,j_N 2 with rkNt= 
nt>O (i = 1, 2) and let {Mt}!=1 be representatives of submodules of M iso
metric to N, which are not transformed mutually by isometries of M. Then 
we have 

8 

ap(N, M)=~ ([M!: Mt]f[M: Mtj_Mf-])n•ap(N 1, M; Mt)ap(N 2, Mf-). 
i=l 

Lemma 1. We have, for a sufficiently large t 
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s 

# Cp,(N, M)= ~ # Fp,(N1, M; Mi)· #{az E Cp,(N2, M) I B(Mi, a2N 2)=0(pt)}. 
i=l 

Proof For a1 in Cp,(N 1, M) we take and fix ai(xi) as an element of 
M where {xi} is a basis of N 1, and fix an isometry a of M such that 
aZP[ai(x 1), • • ·, a1(xn 1)]=Mi for some i. Suppose that a E Cv,(N, M) is 
given, and put a1=alN, which is in Fv,(N 1, M; Mi) for some i. For a, Mi 
corresponding to a1 as above, we put a2 =aa\N,· Then B(N 1, N2)=0 implies 
B(Mi,az(N 2))=0modpt, and the correspondence a->-(a1,a 2) is injective 
from Cv,(N, M) to 

LJ Fp,(N1, M; Mi) X {a2 E Cv,(Nz, M) \ B(Mi, a2(N 2))=0 mod pt}. 
i 

Conversely for a1 E Fv,(Ni, M; Mi), a2 E Cv,(N 2, M) with B(Mi, az(N2)) 
=Omodpt we get a=a 1 1_a- 1a2 E Cp,(N, M). Thus the mapping is 
surjective. 

Lemma 2. #{a2 E Cv,(Nz, M) I B(Mi, a2N2)=0 mod pt} 

=([Mf: Mi]/[M: Mil_Mi-])n 2 #Cv,(N 2, Mi-). 

Proof We claim {xeMIB(Mi,x)=Omodpt}=ptMfl_Mi-. The 
left contains clearly the right, noting that pt Mf c M for a sufficiently large 
t. Conversely suppose that x E M satisfy B(Mt, x) = 0 mod pt, and de
compose x=x 1+x 2, x 1 E QPMi, x2 E QvMi-. Then B(Mi, x)=B(Mt, x 1) 

=Omodp 1 follows and hence we have x 1 E ptMfcM. Thus x 2 =x-x 1 E 

MnQPMi-=Mf- holds. Taking an integer a such that paM1cMicM, 
we have 

# {a2 E cp,(N2, M) I B(Mt, a2N2) =O(pt)} 

=#{a2 E Cp,(Nz, M)laz(N 2)cptM:l_Mt-} 

=[M: pa M1l_M t-1-n, 

l X I { ,, : N,------> p' Mjj_ M ti p'(p" Mlj_ Mr) 

a2 is linear and 
B(a 2x, a2Y)= 
B(x, y) mod pt 
for any x, y E N 2• f. 

Write az(x)=ri(x)+rz(x) with ri(x) E ptMUpt+aM:, rz(x) E Mt/ptM~; 
then we have B(ri(x), ri(y))= 0 mod p 2t §(MD and p 2t§(MD = p 2Ct- a)§(pa MD 
cp 2<t-al§(MJcpt+<t-zalzvcptzv for t~2a. Thus we have 

# {a2 E Cv,(Nz, M) I B(Mt, a2N2)=0 mod pt} 

=[M:paM:J_Mf]-n'Pan,n,# Cp,(Nz, Mt). 
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paniJ[M: pa MU_M t-] = pani/[M: MtJ_M t-][Md_M t-: pa MU_M t-] 
=[M1: Mt]/[M: Md_Mf-] 
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completes the proof of the lemma and then the proposition, combining 
with the previous lemma. 

Remark. In the proposition, [M1: Mt]f[M: Md_Mf-] is integral, and 
it is not hard to see. that 

ap(N,M;K) 

=[Mn QPK: K]n+1-"'#(O(K)/O(K) n O(M n QPK)) 

a is linear and B(ax, a y) 
=B(x, y) modptzP for 
x,ye MnQpK, 
and there is 1J e O(M) 
such that 1J<1K=K, 
1J<1(M n QpK)=M n QPK 

where O(*) means the group of isometries of *. 

§2. 

Proposition 4. Let M, M', N and N' be regular quadratic lattices 
over Zv with rkM=rkM'=m, rkN=rkN'=n. Then we have 

a) ap(prN,prM)=prncn+ 1iap(N, M), 
b) if MCM', then ap(N, M)<[M': M]"a(N, M'), 
c) if MCM' and p'M'cM, 

then ap(N, M')<p-,ncn+ 1>[M:prM']"·ap(p'N, M), 
d) ifNcN', then ap(N', M)<[N': N]m-n- 1ap(N, M), 
e) if M' CM and for every isometry a from N to M, a(N) is con

tuined in M', then ap(N, M)=[M: M']-"ap(N, M'). 

Proof For the assertion a) we may suppose r 20. For a sufficiently 
large t, we have 

aip'N,p'M) 
=2n62,p-6m,n[(p' M)#; p' M]n(pt)"(n+l)/2-mn # Api(p' N, p' M) 

=2n6,,p-6m,n p2rmn[M#: M]n(p')n(n+l)/2-mn # Api-or(N, M) 

=2n62,p-6m,n[M#; M]n(pt-2r)n(n+l)/2-mn #Apt-,r(N, M)prn(n+I) 

= prn<n+i>ap(N, M). 

By virtue of a) we may assume n(M), n(M')c2Zv for the assertions b)-
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e). Using the canonical mapping i: MjptM-M'jptM', we define the 
mapping <p__,,i o 'P from Cp,(N, M) to Cp,(N, M'). Since tt {<p: N
M/pt MI 'Pis linear and iotp=O}=[M': M]n, we have ttCP,(N,M)= 
I:t,p tt{'P' E cp,(N, M) Ii O <p1 =i O <p}<LM': M]n tt cp,(N, M') and this com
pletes the proof of b). For c) we have 

ap(N, M') = p- rn<n +1lap(p' N, p' M') 

~p-rn<n+l)[M: p' M']nap(p' N, M) 

Ford), from Proposition 2 follows 

ap(N, M)=2n 62·11 I; [N0 : N]n-m+ldp(N0, M) 
Q11N=>No=>N 

by a) 

by b). 

z2n62,p I; [No: N']n-m+ld,,(No, M)[N': N]n-m+I 
QpN'=:>No~N' 

=[N': N]n-m+1ap(N', M). 

Fore) we fix a natural number h such that phn(Ni)c2ZP. For an integer 
t greater than h and a e BP,(N, M), there is an isometry a' from N to M 
such that a'(N)=a(N) by virtue of Corollary 1 on p. 180 in [6], consider
ing a as a homomorphism from Nto M. Since a'(N)cM' follows from 
the assumption, we have a(N)cM'. Thus we have 

and hence 

ttBP,(N, M)=tt{a e BP,(N, M)la(N)cM'} 

=[M: M'J-nttBp,(N, M'), 

Theorem 1. Let N, M be regular quadratic lattices over Z11 with 
rk N =n<rk M =m and N CM, and ca positive number. 

a) If there is a submodule N0 of M such that N 0 =N and [Mn QPN0 : 

N0]< c, then ap(N, M)> c(M)cn+i-m holds for positive constant c(M) 
dependent only on M. 

b) If mz2n+ 1 and ap(N, M)>c, then there is a submodule N' of 
M such that N' =N and [Mn QvN': N'] <c'(M) for some constant c'(M) 
dependent only on M, c. 

Proof. Since 

ap(N, M)=ap(N 0, M) 

=2nt1,p I; [K: No]n-m+ldp(K, M) 
QpNo=>K=>No 

z2n 62•11[M n Q11N 0 : N 0]n-m+1dp(M n QpNo, M), 
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we have only to define c(M) by minrkK=n,dp(k,M>;eo 2na,,pdp(K, M), noting 
that dp(K, M) can take only a finite number of values. To prove b), we 
put r = minQpN:oNo:oN ord [N0 : N] and suppose m ~ 2n + 1. Then 

dp(No,M)s"O 

ap(N, M)=2na,,p ~ [N0 : N]n-m+'dp(N0, M) 
QpN:ONo:oN 

<2na,,p max dp(No, M) ~ p•<n-m+I) A(n, s), 
QpN::>No:ON s.a;r 

where A(n, s) is the number of lattices over Zv which contains a given 
lattice with indexp•, and A(n, s)~(l-p- 1) 1-np<n-1>• is easy, 

~C1(M) ~ p•(2n-m) 
s~r 

Thus we have c <ap(N, M)<clM)pr< 2n-mJ and hence 

r <log (ciM)/c)/(m-2n) logp. 

For a lattice N0 :::>Nwhich satisfies dp(N0, M)=;t=0 and [N0 : N]=r, there is 
an isometry a from N0 to M such that a(N0) is primitive in M. Hence we 
have [Mn Qva(N): a(N)]=[M n Qva(N0): a(N)]=[a(N 0): a(N)]=[N 0 : N] 
= pr and have only to take a(N) as N' to complete the proof. 

Next we will give a sufficient condition to the assumption of a) in 
Theorem 1. 

Lemma 3. Let M be a regular quadratic lattice over ZP with rk M = 
m~2n, ind M::?:n. Then there is a constant c(M) such that for a regular 
submodule N of M with rkN =n, there is a submodule N0 of M which 
satisfies N0 ~N and [Mn QvN0 : N0]<c(M). 

Proof We use the induction on m. Take and fix a maximal sub
lattice M' CM once and for all. Since ind M' =ind M>n, M' is split by 

J_n(Pa/2(~ 6)) for an integer a with n(M')=paz~, which represents 

primitively any regular quadratic lattice K of rkK=n with n(K)Cp"'ZP. 
Suppose n(N) cpa ZP and take a primitive submodule N0 of M' isometric 
to N. Noting the canonical injection from Mn QPN0/N 0 to M/M', we 
have [MnQvN 0 : N0]~[M: M']. Next suppose n(N):::>p"'Zv, and decom
pose N=N 1J_N2 so that N 1 is modular and n(N 1):::>p"'Zv· Put S= 
{KcMjK: modular, n(K):::>pazv} and let {M1, ••• , Mr} be representa
tives of O(M)\S, and a(N 1)=Mi for some i and a E O(M). If N2 =0, 
then [Mn QPN: N]~maxi [Mn QvMt: Mi]. Suppose N2=;t:O. We claim 
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ind Mf>rkN 2. To do it, write QpN1= _ _L,H _l_ V, QvMf= _l_,,H J_ W, 
where H denotes the hyperbolic plane and V, W are anisotropic. Since 
2s1 + dim V + dim QPN2 = dim QvN1 + dim QpN2 =n ::S ind M = ind (QPM, J_ 
QPMf)=ind(QPN 1J_QPMf)=s1+s2+ind(V _l_W), we have indMf
rkN2= s2 -rkN 2~s 1+dim V-ind(V J_ W) >s1 >O. Applying the as
sumption of the induction to a(N 2)cMf, there is a constant c(Mf) such 
that there is a submodule N; of M f isometric to a(N2) with [M f n QPN~: 
N;]<c(Mt). Putting N 0 =M,J_N;, we have N 0 =N 1J_N;=N and 

[Mn QPN0 : N 0]=[M n QpNo: (M,j_Mt) n QpNo][(Mtj_Mt) n QPN0 : N 0] 

<[M: Mtj_Mt][Mtj_(Mf n QPN~): Mtj_N~] 

<[M: Mi_l_Mf][Mt n QPN~: N~] 

<c(Mt)[M: Mtj_Mf]. 

Hence we have only to put c(M)=max([M: M'], [MnQvMt: Mt], 
c(Mf)[M: M,j_Mt]). The first step of the induction is the case when 
rk M =2 and Mis isotropic, but the assertion is clear by the above argu
ment in this case. 

Theorem 2. Let O ::Sr< n::,;;; m be integers and M, N1 regular quadratic 
lattices over ZP with rk M =m, rk N 1 =r where N 1 =0 if r =0. Moreover 
we assume that there is a quadratic space V such that QPM = QPN1J_ V and 
ind V>n-r. Then there is a constant c =c(M, N 10 n, r) such that if N = 
N 1J_N 2 is a regular quadratic lattice of rk N =n represented by M, then 
there is a submodule N 0 cM isometric to N with [Mn QpNo: N0] <c. 

Proof Put S={KcMJK=N 1} andlet{M 1, • • -,M 1} be representa
tives of O(M)\S. Suppose that N =N 1j_N 2 is a regular lattice of rkN=n 
represented by M; then there is an isometry a from N to M satisfying 
a(N 1)=Mt for some i. Since N 1=Mt, V=QPMf and ind QPMf>n-r 
=rkN 2. From Lemma 3 follows that there is a submodule N~ of Mf 
isometric to N 2 with [M f n QPN~: N~] <c(M t) where c(M f) is a constant 
dependent only on M f. Putting N0 = Mt J_ N;, we have N0 = N and 

[MnQPN 0 : N 0]=[MnQPN 0 : (Mtj_Mf)nQPN 0] 

X[(Mtj_Mt) n Qp(Mt_l_N0: Mt_l_N;] 

:::;;;[M: Mi_l_Mt][MtnQPN~: N~] 

<max [M: Mij_M f-]c(M t), 
i 

which is to be denoted by c(M, N1, n, r). 
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Remark. Without assumption ind V>n-r, Theorem 2 does not 
hold. Since for a regular quadratic space U over QP we have ind U>n if 
dim U>2n+3, m+r>2n+3 is a sufficient condition to ind V>n-r. 
Hence we have ap(N, M)>11:(>0) for some 11: if rkM>2rkN +3 and 
ap(N, M)'FO, taking r=O. 

§3. 

In this section we study the behaviour of ap(p'N, M) as r-oo. 

Lemma 4. Let M be a regular quadratic lattice over ZP of ind M = r. 
Then there are constants c1, c2 dependent only on M satisfying the following: 
Let N = N 1 _l_ N 2 be a regular quadratic submodule of M with rk N 1 = r and 
suppose that the scale of any Jordan component of N 1 contains §s(N2). If, 
then §(N) c pe1 Zp, then there is an isometry a from N to M such that 
[MnQpa(N1): a(N1)]~C2. 

Proof We take and fix any maximal sublattice M'=M 0_l_M1 of M 
once and for all, where n(M 0)=pazp, indM 0 =r, rkM 0=2r and M 1 is 
anisotropic. Let c1 be an integer such that c1~a+4 and p 4-eizP::::)iiJ(Mf). 
Suppose §(N)cpc 1zp; then n(p- 2N1)C§J(p- 2N1)=§J(p- 2N)cpe 1 - 4zPc 
n(M 0) implies that there is a primitive submodule Ni of M 0 isometric to 
p- 2N 1 and N? in M 0 is isometric to (ND<-1l (the scaling of Ni by -1). Since 
n((N? J_ M1)') c §s((N? _l_ M1)') = §J(NiH J_ MD= §J((p-2N1?) + ?,(MD c 
p 4?,(ND follows from p 4§(Nf)::::)p4§(N 1)- 1::::)p4 -e1zP::::)§J(MD, we can take a 
p 4§(ND-maximal lattice M on Qp(NiJ. _l_M1) containing (NiJ. J_M 1)#, and 
then N? _l_M1::::).M1• Decompose Mas .M0 J_.M1 where rk .M0 =2 ind .M0 

and .M1 is anisotropic, and then M~ is a 4p- 4?,(Nf)-1-maximal lattice. 
Putting M1=pbKwhere Kis ZP or pZP-maximal, we have Mf=p-bK 1::::) 

p-bK. Since n(p-bK) = p- 2bn(K) = n(K) 2 n(.M1)- 1 ::) n(K)2p- 4 §(ND- 1::) 
§(Nf)-1, Mf contains an §J(Nf)-1-maximal lattice. Thus .M1 contains an 
§(ND- 1-maximal lattice since .Mg, Mf do. Since QPN1_l_QPN2=QPNc 
QPM =QPNi_l_Q/NiJ. in M 0)_l_QPM1 implies that QvN 2 is represented by 
Qp(N? in M 0)_l_QPM1~QPM#, and n(N 2)c§J(N 2)c§(Nf)-1, there is a sub
module N" of M' isometric to N2• Defining an isometry a from N to M 
by a(N 1)=p 2Ni and a(N 2)=N", we have 

[Mn Qpa(N 1): a(N1)]=[M n QvNi: p2Ni] 

which is to be c2 • 

=[Mn QpNi: M' n QPNmM' n QpNi: p2Nil 

~[M: M'][Ni: p 2Ni] 

=p 2'[M: M'] 
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Lemma 5. Let M, N be a regular quadratic lattice over ZP and its 
regular submodule with rk M =m, rk N =n. Suppose that n+ 1 <m, 
r=indM, N=Nd_N 2 with rkN,=r and that there is an isometry a from 
N to M such that [MnQPa(N 1): a(N1)]<c. Then we have rxp(N, M)> 
c1rxp,(N2, (a(Ni)J-in K)J_(K 1- in M))=;t=O if ~(N)Cp"'ZP. Here K is a primi
tive submodule of M such that rk K =2r, K-::>a(N1) and ord dK-:;:;;,c3, and c 
is any gvien positive number and c1, c2, c3 are positive numbers dependent 
only on M, c. 

Proof We may assume n(M)c2ZP. For N' =a- 1(M n Qpa(N1))J_ 
Nl-::>N) we have 

ap(N, M)z:[N': N]n+i-map(N', M) (Proposition 4) 

>[N': N]n+i-map(M n Qpa(N1), M; Mn Qpa(N1)) 

(Proposition 3). 

Now we claim that there is a positive constant c4 (and also c5, ••• , here
after) dependent only on c, M such that ap(M n Qpa(N1), M; Mn 
Qp'Y(N1))>c 4• Putting L=Mn QPa(N1)=Zp[w 1, • • ·, wr], we have 

rxp(L, M; L)=[M#: M]" lim (piycr+t)t2-mr#{a: L---+M/ptM# I B(ax, ay)= 
t-= 

B(x, y) modptzP for x, ye L and 1J(L)=Zp[a(w1), •• • , 

a(wr)] for some 7J E O(M)}. 

~[M#: M]" lim (pty<r+l)/Z-mr #{a E Dp,(L, M) ! 1J(L)=ZP[a(w1), 

t-= 

· · ·, a(wr)] for some 7J E O(M)}, 

where a(wi) is an appropriate representative in M 

where his an integer such that phn(M#) c2pZp, since for t z:h and a E 

D P,(L, M), there is an isometry a' from L to M such that a =a' mod pt M# 
and by Corollary 2 on p. 182 in [6] a' extends to an isometry 7J of M if 
a'(x)-=-xmodphM# for x EL, and thus 7JL=ZP[a'(w1), • • ·, a'(wr)]. The 
last sequence is constant for t 2:h. Hence ap(L, M; L) z: [M#; MY 
-(phy<r+1l12-mr. Thus we have ap(MnQpa(N 1), M; MnQpa(N 1))>c 4• 

It is easy to see [ N': N] < c and thus we have 
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By virtue of Lemma 1 in Section 3 in [8] there is a submodule K of M 
such that K-::Ja(N,), rkK=2r and orddK-:;;,c0• Here we may suppose 
that K is primitive in M. We will show that for any isometry r; from N2 

to a(N 1)1., r;(N2) is contained in (a(N 1)1. in K)_J_(K1. in M). To do it, we 
have only to show that x E a(N 1)1. with Q(x) E ?,(N) is in (a(N 1)1. in K) _J_ 
(K1. in M) if ?J(N)cpc'Zv for a sufficiently large c2• Since [M: K_J_KJ.] 
-a(Nt)ca(N 1)1. n (K _J_K 1.)=(a(N 1)1. in K)_J_K 1., there are ye a(N 1)1. in 
K, z E Kl. such that [M: K_J_KJ.]x=y+z. First we note that the number 
of the isometry classes of K, K 1. is finite since ord dK ~ c6• Suppose 
0(N)cp 4c,zv, where c7 will be fixed in process of the proof. Since 
K-::Ja(N,), §(a(N,))cp•c,zp and ord dK ~c 6, we can take c7 so that 
ind K =r. For a Zv-maximal lattice K containing K we have ord [K: K] ::=; 
c0/2 and [Kn Qpa(N,): a(N,)]=[Kn Qpa(N,): Kn Qva(N,)] ·[Kn Qva(N,): 
a(N,)]~[K: K][M n Qpa(N1): a(N 1)] <cpc•12. Putting Ni =Kn Qva(N1), we 
have N?- in K~N?- 1i and [Ni: a(N,)]<cpc, 12, and hence 0(Ni)cp 3c,zv 
holds for a sufficiently large c7 since 0(N1) C ?J(N) C p 4c' Zv. From y e 
a(N1)l. in Kca(N1)l. in K=N?~Ni(-I), Q(y) E p 3c,zp follows. Then 
[M: K_J_Kl.]2Q(x) = Q(y) + Q(z) implies Q(z) E p 3c,zP. Since Kl. is 
anisotropic and orddK1.::=;c0, we can take c7 so that [M: K_J_Kl.J-'z E K1-, 
and hence [M: K_J_K1.J-1y=x-[M: K_J_K1.J-1z E Qp(a(N1)1. in K)nM = 
a(N 1)1. in K. Thus we have proved x E a(N 1)1. in K _J_ K 1., and then by 
virtue of Proposition 4, ap(N, M)::::: c5ap{N2 , a(N 1)1-) = c5[a(N1)1-: (a(N 1)1-
in K)_J_KJ.]-(n-ri · ap(N2, (a(N 1)1- in K)_J_K1-) =I= 0. Since [M: K_J_K1-] 
-a(N 1)1. ca(N 1)1. n (K _J_K 1-)=(a(N 1)1. in K)_J_K 1-, we have [a(N1)1-: (a(N 1)1-
inK)_J_K 1-)<[M: K _J_K 1-r-r and hence ap(N, M)~c 5[M: K _J_K 1. ]Cm-r)cr-n)_ 
ap(N2, (a(N 1)1-in K) _J_ K 1-) =t-0. This completes the proof. 

Lemma 6. We keep everything in Lemma 5. There is a positive con
stant c' dependent only on M such that x in (a(N 1)1-in K)_J_K1-with Q(x) E 

?,(N) is contained in (a(N 1)1-in K)_J_pCa;zJ-c'K 1-where a is defined by ?J(N)= 
pazp. 

Proof We may assume n(M)c2ZP and use notations in the proof 
of the previous lemma. Let x be an element of (a(N 1)1-in K) _J_ K 1-with 
Q(x) E ?,(N), and write x= y+z with y E a(N 1)1- in K, z EK 1-_ Since y E 

a(N 1)1-in Kca(N 1)1. in K=Ni1- in K~Nic-ii and d=[Ni: a(N 1)]<cpc• 12, 
we have Q(y) E n(Ni)cn(d- 1a(N 1))cd- 2pa ZP and hence Q(z)=Q(x)
Q(y) E d- 2pa zp" Take a pC•-maximal sublattice K' of K 1-, and then we 
have Q(pc,-cai2ldz) = p2c.-zcai2ld2Q(z) cp 2c,zp. Hence pc,-cai2ldz is con
tained in K' since QPK' = QPK J_ is anisotropic. Thus Z is in p[a/2J-c,d- 1K' 
cpCa1zJ-c'K1-for some positive constant c' depending only on c, c9, c6• 
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Theorem 3. Let M, N be regular quadratic lattices over ZP with 
rkM=m, rkN=n satisfying n+I:::;;;m. Assume that N=N 1j_N 2 with 
rk N1 =ind M ( = r, say) and there is an isometry a from N to M such that 
[Mn QpG(N1): a(N1)]<cfor a given constant c. Then there are positive con
stants c1, ... , c4 depending only on M and c such that if ord ~(N) ( =a, 
say)~c1, then ap(N, M)>c2pEa12J<n-r)(n+r+1-m>ap(p-Ea12JN2,P-Ea12J(a(N1)1. in 
K)J_p-••Kl.)*O, where K is a primitive submodule of M such that K:J 
a(N1), rkK=2r, indK=r and orddK<c 4• 

Proof By virtue of the previous two lemmas and Proposition 4, we 
have 

ap(N, M)>c 5ap(N2, (a(N 1)J. in K)J_Kl.) 

=c 5[(a(N1)J. in K)J_KJ.: (a(N1)J. in K)J_p[a/ZJ-c'Kl.J-<n-r> 

Xap(N 2, (a(Ni)l- in K)J_p[a/ZJ-c'K.l) 

where we assume that a/2>c' in Lemma 6, 

= c,p([a/2]-c')(m-2r)(r-n) +[a/2](n-r)(n-r+I) 

=C 5pc'(m-2r)(n-r). p[a/2](n-r)(n+r+l-m) 

Xap(p-[a12JN2, p-[a/2l(a(N1).i in K)J_p-•'K.L). 

Remark. Lemma 4 gives a sufficient condition for the assumption 
in the theorem. 

Corollary. Let M :J N be regular quadratic lattices with rk M = m, 
rk N = n ~ ind M = r, and suppose n + I < m. Then there is a positive con
stant c(M, N) such that ap(ptN, M)>c(M, N)pt<n-r)(n+r+t-m> for t>O. 

Proof There is a lattice N' which contains N and is an orthogonal 
sum of one-dimensional lattices and [N': N] is less than a number 
depending only on n. From Proposition 4 follows ap(pt N, M) > 
[N': N]n+1-map(ptN 1, M). M:JNimpiiesptN'cMfor t withpt>[N': N]. 
Write N'=N 1j_N 2 where rkN 1=r and the scale of any Jordan component 
of N 1 contains ~(N2). By virtue of Lemma 4, there is an isometry a from 
pt NI to M such that [Mn Qpa(ptN1): a(ptN1)]~p·• if ~(ptN')cpcizp 
and pt>[N': N] for c1, c2 in it. From the theorem aiptN', M)> 
cp[a/2](n-r)(n+r+l-m) ap(pt-[a/2JN2, p-[afil(a(pt N1).L in K) J_p-C•K .L) if a= 
ord ~(ptN') is sufficiently large, where K is a primitive submodule of M 
such that K:Ja(ptN 1), rkK=2r, indK=r and orddK~c 4 and c, c5, c4 

depend only on M. Since N, N', N 1, N?, are fixed, \a-2t \ is bounded 
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and hence pt-[aizJ N2 can run over only a finite number of isometry classes. 
Let .Kbe a maximal ZP lattice containing K: then [.K: K]<pc,1 2 and Mn 
Qpa(pt N1) =Kn Qva(pt N 1) is contained in Kn Qpa(pt N1) with index< 
[K: K]. Noting that a(ptNJJ.. in K is isometric to (.Kn Qva(ptN 1))<-1>, we 
have (p-c 2[.K: K]- 1a(ptN1))<-1>::::,(K n Qp(a(ptN1)))<-I) ~a(ptN1)l.. in _K::) 
a(ptN1)l.. in K::::>[K: K](a(ptN1).L in K)~[K: K](Kn Qp(a(pW1)))<-1>::::, 
[K: K]a(ptN 1)<-1> and hence pHa/ZJ[.K: K]Ni- 1>=-----.+p-[a/Zl(a(ptN1).L in K) 
~pt-ca1 2J-co[K: K]- 1Ni-1>. Thus p-cai2J(a(ptN1).L in K) runs over a 
finite number of isometry classes depending only on lef, N, and hence we 
have ap(pt-[a/Z]N2, p-[a/Zl(a(ptN1).L in K)_lp-csK.L)~C5 (>O) where C5 
depends only on M, N. Therefore we have proved the theorem. 

Remark. For integers O :s;:: r ;;;; n;;;; m with n + 1 :s;:: m < 2n, 0 :s;: m - 2r ;;;; 4 
it is easy to see (n-r)(n+r + 1-m)<O if and only if n=r +2 and m-2r 
= 4. Unless, hence rk M - 2 ind M = 4, rk N = ind M + 2, there is a posi
tive constant c such that ap(ptN, M)>c if ap(N,M)-=/=O. 

§4. 

In this section we show that ap(ptN, M) seems to tend to zero as 
t-+oo in the exceptional case in the last remark. 

We assume that pis an odd prime in this section. We will prove 

Theorem 4. Let M be a quadratic lattice + ( (~ 6)) _l < 1) _l < - o) _l 

<P) _l < - op) where o is a non-square unit. For a regular quadratic lattice 
N over Zv with rk N =n;;;;rk M we consider the formal power series 

00 

f(x)= I; ap(N<P'l, M)xt. 
t=O 

Then f(x) is a rational function in x whose denominator is 

n (1- p<n-J)(n+J+l-2r-4)/2 x). 
O;;i;j~n 

Remark. If n = r + 2, then the denominator of f(x) seems to become 

n (1- p<n-j)(n+j+l-2r-4)/2 x)= n (1- p<n-j)(J+l-n)/2 x) 
O~j~n-2 O~j~n-2 

= n (1- p-J(J-1)/2 x), 
2~j~n 

and this is the case at least n::5,9. If this is the case, f(x) converges for 
\x \<p and so a,,(N<P'>, M)(p 1-•Y<c for any positive number e and some 
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constant c. Hence we have ap(p'N, M)<c(p') 2'p-u. Let M' be a regu
lar quadratic lattice over ZP with rk M' -2 ind M' =4 and n=rk N = 
ind M' +2, and Ma ZP-maximal lattice containing M'. Then we have 

c(M', N)p- 2'<ap(p'N, M') 

~[M: M']nap(p'N, M) 

~c[M: M']n(p')2'p- 2'. 

(Corollary in § 3) 

(Proposition 4) 

Hence in the exceptional case in the last remark ap(p'N, M') tends to 
zero under the reduction of the denominator of f(x). Is the estimate of 
au(N, M) from below in Theorem 3 and the corollary almost best? 

We need several lemmas to prove the theorem. 

Put S=Sr=diag( (~ 6), · · ·, (~ 6), 1, -o, p, -op) where o is a 

r 

nonsquare unit, and denote by @;n the set of all integral symmetric matrices 
of size n with entries in ZP. 

Lemma 7. For non-negative integers a~t, we have for any s e z; 

{
- p<r+2)(t+a)+1 

I:: e(S[g]spa/p')= <r+2)ct+a) 
gez;r+<moctpt p 

if a<t, 

if a=t, 

where e(x)=exp (2n:ix). 

and 

Proof For a=t, the lemma is obvious. We suppose a<t. Since 

={ I:: e(2xyspa-t)Y( I:: e(x2spa-t))( I:: e(-x2ospa-t)) 
x,y mod pt x mod pt x mod pt 

X( I:: e(x 2spa+1-t))( I:: e(-x 2ospa+1-t)) 
x mod pt x mod pt 

.Z::: e(2xyspa-,)= p' #{x modp' I x:::::O modp'-a} 
x,y mod pt 

=pt+a, 

if pt-a= 1 mod 4, 

otherwise, 

we have 
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= pr(t+a)p(t+a)/2 (; r-a p(t+a)/2 ( ~oe r-a ( ~ 1 r-a 

xp<t+a+l)/2 (; r-a-l p<t+a+l)/2 ( ~oe r-a-l ( ~1 r-a-l 

= _ p<r+2)(t+a)+1. 

We put 

a;(T, S)=2'm,nap{T, S) 

451 

=lim (pt)n(n+l)/Z-mn i{G E Mm,nCZp) modp' I S[G]====Tmodp'}, 
t-= 

where Tis a regular matrix in @>n and m=2r+4. We denote by Qp@;n 
the set of all symmetric matrices of size n with entries in QP. For Re 
Qv@>n, let {pa1, ···,Pa'} (a1:::;: ... :::;:ak<O<ak+i<·· ·) be non-zero ele

mentary divisors and put w(R)=(- p)k and v(R)= p-J:.t-,a', where w(R)= 
v(R) = 1 if all elementary divisors are integral. 

Lemma 8. a;(T, S) = limI;REQpeln/elne(-tr TR)w(R)v(R)-r-z and if 
t--+oo ptRE.®n 

r~n, then aiT, S)= .6REQpe5n/e5ne(-tr TR)w(R)v(R)-r-z is absolutely 
convergent. 

Proof #{GE Mm,n(ZP) mod pt I S[G]====Tmodpt} 

=Ftn(n+l)/2 .6 .6 e(tr((S[G]-T)X)p-t) 
G mod pt XE ®n/pt®n 

= p-tn<n+1lt2 I; e(-tr (TX)p-') I; e(tr (S[G]X)p-'). 
XE®n/pt®n G 

Here we put X =diag (e1pa1 , • • ·, e.pa•)[U], U E GLn(Zv) and may assume 
ei E z;, O~a1~' • • <an::=;:t; then we have 

I; e(tr (S[G]X)p-t) 
G 

= p<r+2) J:.f-,<t+a,lw(p-'X) 

= p2<r+2)tnv(p-'X)-<r+2)w(p-'X), 

and this gives the first expression of a;(T, S). The second follows from 
usual arguments. 
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Let C, D be matrices in Mn(ZP) and write (C, D)= 1 if cin is sym
metric and all elementary divisors of n X 2n matirx ( C, D) are 1. Let 
{pli, ... , p 1"} be elementary divisors of C(I CI * 0) and put X = 
diag(p 11, ••• , p'"), C= VXU, U, Ve GL,.(Zp) and D= vnnu-1; then 
c- 1n = (x- 1D')[iu- 1] and its non-integral elementary divisors are 
{p- 1• I A1>0} and we may suppose that U is uniquely determined as one of 
representatives of (GL,.(Zp) n x-1GL,.(Zp)X)\ GL,.(Zp). It is easy to see 
that any element of Ql:5n can be expressed as c- 1 D with ( C, D) = 1. 
Hence the sum I;R e(tr TR) where R runs over Q/f:Sn/@Sn so that the non
integral elementary divisors of Rare {p- 1• I A,>O} is equal to 

I: e(tr (x-1D)r u-11. T)) 
UE (GL,.(Zp)nx-lGL,.(Zp)x)\GL,.(Zp) 

(x,D)-1 
DEMn(Z)flSn 

We put A={Oi, ... 'A,.) I o::::;:A1 < ... ~An, A; E Z} and for A=(Ai, .. ·, An) 
e A we put XO)=diag(p 11, • • ·,P 1") and 

R,.(T, A)= I; e(tr TX0)- 1D) 
D 

where D runs over M,.(ZP) mod X(A)@S,,, so that (XO), D) = 1, and put wO) = 
(- p)n-k if Ak=O<Ak+t· Now we have a new expression for a;(T, S) 

a;(T, S)= I; w(A)p-<.E•tHr+z) I; R,,,(-T[U- 1], A) 
lEA UEGn(l) 

if r ?::.n, where we put GnO)=(GLn(Zp) n X(A)-1GL,,,(Zv)X0))\GL,,,(Zv)· 
We define f3(s, T) by 

f3(s, T)= I: w(A)p-<.El;)B I: R,.(T[U- 1], A). 
lEA UEG,.(l) 

f3(s, T) is absolutely convergent ifs ::2".n+2, and a;(T, S)=f3(r +2, -T) if 
r>n. 

Lemma 9. For a regular T e @Sn, f3(s, T) is a polynomial in p-• and 
{3(r+2, -T)=a;(T, S,) if2r+4?::.n. 

Proof For a sufficiently large t, which is dependent not on r but on T, 

a;(T, S,)= I; e(-TR)w(R)1.i(R)-r-2 
REQpSn/Sn 

p'RESn 

=f3(r+2, -T; t) for r>n/2-2 
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where j3(s, T; t) is the partial sum on 2 = (21, · · ·, An) e A with An:::;: t. Since 
j3(s, T; t) and j3(s, T; t + I) are polynomials in r• and j3(r +2, T; t)= 
j3(r+2, T; t+ l)=a~(-T, Sr) for r;:;;_n/2-2, we have j3(s, T; t)= 
j3(s, T; t+ I)=··· =f3(s, T). Hence it completes the proof. 

Lemma 10. For a natural number k, the number of symmetric regular 
matrices of size k with entries in Z/pZ is equal to pkCk+l)/2 IT r;,;i,,;k (I - p-i). 

odd 

Proof A symmetric regular matrix with entries in F=Z/pZis equiv
alent to one of S1=diag(I,. ··,I) or S2=diag(I, .. ·, I, o) where o is a 
non-square. Thus the number in question is equal to 

# GLiF) + # GLiF). 
# O(S1) # O(S2) 

It is known that #GLiF)=(pk-l)(pk-P)···(pk-pk- 1), #O(S 1)= 
# O(S2)=2pkCk-lJ/2 IT 1,,:i,,;rk-1)/2 (I- p- 2t) if k is odd, and # O(diag(I, ... , 

I, 11))= 2pk(k-1)/2(1-( (- ;k/21} ) p-k/2) IT i,,;ta,;k/2-1 (1- p-2i) for 1J E Fx if k 

is even where (-) is the quadratic residue symbol. The lemma follows 
immediately from these. 

For 0~k~h~n we put 

Ak={A=O1, ···,An) EA !2t>0 if and only ifi>k}, 

Ak,h=P e Ak!At=l if k<i~h, A;;:;;_2 if i>h}. 

It is obvious that 

Ao=P E Al21zl}, An={(0, .. • , O)}, 

Ak,k={A E AIO= ... =2k<Ak+1:::;: .. ·, Ak+1;:;;_2} 

A= LJ Ak, Ak= LJ Ak,h· 
O~k~n k~h~n 

Lemma 11. For TE @,n and A E Ak,h (0:::;:k:::;:h~n), we have 

Rn(pT, A)=p(n-k)(n-k+l)/2 IT (1- p-i)Rn(T, A-1), 
l~i~h-k 

i:odd 

where 2-1=(0, .. ·, 0, Ak+1-I, .. ·, An-I) E Ah. 

Proof First we claim that for 2 E Ak, we have Rn(T, 2)= 
RnjT', (Ak+1, · · ·, An)) where T' is the lower right (n-k) X (n-k) 

submatrix. For P =diag (p1w, ... ,P'"), X(A)= ck p) holds and it is easy 

to see that (X(A), D)= 1 if and only if D1=tD 1, D8 =PtD 2, (P, D4)= 1 where 

D = [ ~~k) ~:l Since XO) [:} 2 ~:] = [ pf s2 JJ, the representatives 
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mod X(A)6,. of D which satisfies (XO), D) = 1 can be chosen to be 

{(g 2J l(P, D,)=1 D,modP6,._k}, and then we have 

R,.(T,l)=~e(trT[1k p-i][~ ~J) 
= I; e(tr T 1P- 1D 4) 

D, 

Suppose that A e A0,0, i.e., 11 > 2. It is easy to see that (XO), D) = 1 
holds if and only if 

xo)-1D is symmetric and Dis in GLnCZp) 

RX(µ)-iD is symmetric for µ=(Ai-1, .. ·, 1,.-1) 

D is in GL,.(Zp) 

R(X(µ), D) = 1 

since X0)=pX(µ)=Omodp 2• 

Putting D =Di+ X(µ)X, D runs over the representatives mod X(A)6,. of D 
safisfying (XO), D) = 1 if and only if Di runs over the representatives 
mod X(µ)6,. of Di satisfying (X(µ), Di)= 1 and X runs over 6,./ p6,.. Hence 
we have 

= I; e(tr TX(µ)-iD 1) I; e(tr (TX)) 
D1 X 

= pn(n+i)/2 R,.(T, µ). 

Suppose thatA E A0,,,, (h:2:: 1), i.e., 1 =Ai=··· =A,,, <l,,,+i::S: · · ·. Put

ting X(A)= [pl,,, p ], D= [~!,,,> ~:], it is easy to see (X(A), D)= 1 if and 

only if D 1=tD 1 e GL,,,(Zp), D 8 = p-iptD 2 and (P, D4)= 1. Hence we have 

where Di, D2 and D4 run over {D1 e 6,,,/p6,,, I \Di\$0 modp}, D2 E 

M,,,,,._,,,(Z/pZ) and {D4 E M,._,,,(Zp) modP@;n_,,, I {P, D4)= 1} respectively, 

where T' is the right lower (n-h)X(n-h) submatrix of T, 
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=ph<h+l)tz CT (I-p-i)·ph<n-h).p<n-1i)(n-1i+I);2 
l~i~h 
i:odd 

XRn_h(T', (Ah+i-l, .. ·, An-I)) 
= pn<n+1)12 CT (1- p-i)Rn(T, 2-1). 

l~i~h 
i:odd 

Finallyifor 2 E Ak,1i, we have 

Rn(pT, A)=Rn_/pT', (Ak+t, ···,An)) 

where T' is the right lower (n-k)X(n-k) submatrix of T 

=p<n-k)<n-k+1)12 CT (I-p-i)·Rn_iT', (.:lk+i-1, .. ·, .:ln-1)) 
1::;;.i~h-k 
-i:Oda 

= p<n-k)<n-k+l)tz CT (1- p-i). Rn(T, 2-1). 
l~i-;£h-k 

i:odd 

We denote by F(x), F(x; k, h) (0skshsn) 

I; fi(s,ptT)xt, I; ( I; w(.:l)p-<I:,,), I; Rn(piT[u-1], 2))xt 
t;;;O t;;;O lEAk,h UElinO) 
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respectively. To prove Theorem 4, we have only to prove that the above 
formal power series F(x) is a rational function whose denominator is 
n (l-p<n-J)(n+J+I-Zs)f2x) Obviously F(x)-"' F(x· k h) O~j~n • - ~O;;;k~h~n , , 

holds. 

Lemma 12. For 0<ksh<n we have 

F(x; k, h)=F(0; k, h)+ c(k, h)p<k-n)s x I; F(x; h,f) 
h~f:;;.n 

where 

c(k,h)=p<n-k)(n+k+3)/2+h-n n (1-p-irl n (p-i-1). 
l~i~h-k k+l~i~h 

i :even 

Proof For A=(0, · · ·, 0, Ak+i, ···,An) E Ak,h we denote (0, · · ·, 0, 
Ah+I -1, ···,An -1) E Ah by µ=2- l. The mapping A>--+A-1 gives obvi
ously a bijection from Ak,h to A". Putting P=diag(p'a+i-1, .. ·,p 1n- I), 
we have 

and P==:Omodp. 
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X(Jt 1GLn(Zp)X(J) if and only if U1 E GL.(Zp), U5 E GLn_.(Zp), U9 E 

GLn-n(Zp), U2=0modp, U3 E pAfk,n-h(Zp)P, U6 E Mn-k,n-h(Zv)P and 

U9 E GLn_,,,(Zv) n p-'GLn-h(Zp)P, and for V = [~!h> ~:] E Mn(Zp), 

if and only if V1 E GL,,,(Zv), V4 E GLn_h(Zv), Vi E Mh,n-h(Zv)P and V4 E 

GLn_,,,(Zp) n p-i GLn_h(Zv)P. Hence GLn(Zp) n X(A)-1 GLn(Zp)X(J)C 
GLn(Zv) n X(µt 1GLn(Zp)X(µ) holds and then we have 

~ Rn(piT[u-1], µ) 
UEGn(l) 

= [GLn(Zp) n X(µt 1 GLn(Zp)X(µ): GLnCZp) n X(A)-1GLn(Zv)X(J)] 

X ~ Rn(p 1T[U- 1], µ) 
UEGn(µ) 

since Rn(T[U], µ)=RnCT, µ) for U E GLn(Zp) n X(µt 1GLn(Zp)X(µ). The 
index is equal to pk(n-k) nk+la,;ia,;h(p-i-1) CT1,,;w,-k(p-i-l)- 1 by [I]. 
Now we have 

F(x; k, h) 

=F(O; k, h)+ ~ ( ~ w(J)p-<I:li)S ~ Rn(ptT[u- 1], A))x1 

t.,;1 lEAk,n UEGn(l) 

=F(O; k, h)+ p<n-k><n-k+1>12 CT (l- p-i) 
1:s;:i:S:h-k 
i:Odd 

X ~ ( ~ w(A)p-<I:,,)s ~ Rn(Pt-1T[u-1], J- l))xt 
t.,;1 lEAk,n UEGnP) 

=F(O; k, h)+ p<n-k)<n-k+1)12 CT (1- p-t) 
1-5:.i:s.h-k 
i:Oaa 

Xx~ ( ~ w(A)p-<I:,;)s ~ Rn(p 1T[U- 1], J-l))x 1 

t.,;O lEAk,h UEGn(l-1) 

=F(O; k, h)+ p<n-k)(n+k+a)12-cn-k)s(-l)n-k CT (l- p-t) 
1-:;f,i~h-k 

i:odd 

X n (Fi- 1) n (p-i- 1)- 1 

k+l~i~h l~i;';;ah-k 

=F(O; k, h)+ p<n-k)(n+k+3)/2+h-n-<n-k)s CT (I- p-it1 
1;:ii;;;;h-k 

i:e1..Jen 

X CT (p- 1 -l)-x ~· F(x;h,f) 
k+l,,;i,,;h ha,;J,,;n 

=F(O; k, h)+c(k, h)p<k-nJsx ~ F(x; h,f). 
h~f~n 
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Lemma 13. For o;;;;a;;;;n we have 

CT (1- p<n-j)(n+j+1-2s)12 x)F(x) 
O~j-;;;;.a 

=a polynomial in x of degree a 

+xa+i I: A(a, k)F(x; k, h), 
a+l~k~h~n 

where A(a, k) is inductively defined as follows: 

for I<k~n, 

A(a+ I, k)= I: A(a, g)c(g, k)p<g-n)s 
a+l:aeg:aek 

-A(a, k)p<n-a-l)(n+a+2-2s)/2 

Proof We use the induction on a. For a=O we have 

(I - pn<n+1-2si12 x)F(x) 

=F(O)+ I: c(k, h)p<k-nl•x I: F(x; h,f) 
O;a,k;a,h;a,n h;a,f;a,n 

_ pn(n+1-2s)/2 X I: F(x; k, h) 
O;a,k;a,h;a,n 

=F(O)+x I: A(O, k)F(x; k, h). 
l~k~h~n 

Suppose that the assertion is true for a; then we have 

CT (I-p<n-j)tn+1+1-2,i12x)F(x) 
O:a,j:a,a+l 

=(1-p<n-a-l)(n+a+Z-Zs)/ 2x){a polynomial in X of degree a 

+xa+i I: A(a, k)F(x; k, h)} 
a+l;;ik~h~n 

= a polynomial in x of degree a+ I 

+xa+i I: A(a, k)F(x; k, h) 
a+l;a,k;a,h;a,n 

_ p<n-a-1i<n+a+2-2,i12xa+2 I: A(a, k)F(x; k, h) 
a+l~k~h~n 

= a polynomial in x of degree a+ I 

+xa+t I: A(a, k)c(k, h)p<k-n)s X I: F(x; h,f) 
a+l~k~h~n h~f~n 

_ p<n-a-1i<n+a+2-2,i12xa+2 I: A(a, k)F(x; k, h) 
a+l~k~h;;;;;;n 
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= a polynomial in x of degree a+ I 

+xa+z ~ F(x; k, h){ ~ A(a, g)c(g, k)pCg-n)s 
a+l~k~h~n a+l~g~k 

_ p(n-a-1)(n+a+2-2s)/2 A(a, k)} 

= a polynomial in x of degree a+ I 

+xa+z ~ F(x; k, h)A(a+ I, k), 
a+2~k~h~n 

since the coefficient of F(x; a+ I, h) vanishes. Thus we have proved 
Lemma 13 and hence Theorem 4, putting a=n. 

In order to show that the denominator of f(x) in Theorem 4 is 
IT z:e1:an (1- p-ju-ii;z x) in the case of n=r+2, it is necessary and sufficient 
to show A(n-2, n-1) ~n-l&h&n F(x; n- I, h)+A(n-2, n)F(x; n, n)=0 
for s =n. We show hereafter that the coefficients of the formal power 
series F(x; n-l, n-1), F(x; n- I, n), F(x; n, n) do not have a pole at 
s =n. Hence A(n-2, n- 1)= A(n-2, n)=0 at s =n is sufficient for the 
denominator of f(x) to be IT z;;;j;;;n (1- p-ju-ii;z x). 

Lemma 14. The coefficients of the formal power series F(x; n- I, 
n-1), F(x; n- I, n), F(x; n, n) do not have a pole at s=n. 

Proof First we note that An,n ={(0, · · ·, 0)}, An-l,n ={(0, · · ·, 0, 1)}, 
An-l,n-i ={(0, · · ·, 0, a) I a~2}. Hence the assertion is obvious from the 
definition for F(x; n- l, n), F(x; n, n). By definition, F(x; n- l, n-1) 
is equal to 

It is not hard to see that the correspondence U >--+ the transpose of the n-th 
column of u- 1 is the bijective mapping from Gn((0, · · ·, 0, a)) to 
{(x1, • ' ', xn) I xi E zp, (x,, ' ' ', xn)= I}/-;' where (x1, ' ' ', xnh-(Yi, ' ' ', Yn) 
if and only if there is an element w e z; such that (x 1, • • ·, xn)= 
w(Yi, · · ·, Yn) mod pa. Using the claim at the beginning of the proof of 
Lemma 11, the coefficient c(ptT) of xt of (- p)- 1F(x; n-l, n-1) is 

~ Fas ~ Ri(ptT[x], a) 
a~2 {(X1,•••,Xn) I (x1,•••,Xn) =l}/a 

= ~ p-a• ~ ~ e(ptT[x]d/pa). 
a~2 {(x1,•••,Xn)l(x1,•••,Xn)=l}/a dmodpa 

(d,p)-1 

We have only to prove that this is, in fact a polynomial inp-•. It is easy 
to see 
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I; I; e(ptT[x]d/pa) 
Xi mod pa d mod pa 

(X1,•••,Xn)=l (d,p)c;,:l 

= I; I; I; e(ptT[x]y 2d/pa) 
{(X1,•••,Xn)J(X1,•••,Xn)=l}/a' ymodpa dmodpa 

(y,p) =1 (d,p) =1 

= pa(l - F1) I; I; e(ptT[x]d/pa). 
{(X1,•••,Xn)l(X1,•••,Xn)=l}/(t dmodpa 

(d,p)=l 
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Therefore, putting D(ptT, a)= I:x,modp• I:dmoctpa e(ptT[x]d/pa), we have 
(d,p)=l 

I; I; e(ptT[x]d/pa) 
{(x1, ···,Xn) I (X1,· ··,Xn) =l}/a d mod pa 

(d,p)=l 

To evaluate D(ptT, a), we may suppose T=diag(s1Pb', • • ·,snpbn), Si E z;, 
O~b 1 ~ • • • sbn. If a>bn +t, then 

n 
D(ptT, a)= I; e(d I; s,pb'x;/pa-t) 

Xi mod pa i=l 
dmodp.a 
(d,p)=l 

n 
= I: n I: e(sidx2/pa-t-bt) 

d modpa i=l x mod pa 
(d,p)=l 

= I; fr pt+b, I; e(s,dx2/pa-t-b;) 
(d,p)=1 i=l x modpa-t-bi 

dmodpa 

n ( J)a-t-bi = pnt+r;b, I: n p<a-t-b,)/2 ~ 
dmodp" i=l p 
(d,p)=l 

= p<nt+ L,bi)/2+na/2+a-1 

x{~ pa-t-bi= 1 mod 4, 

pa-t-b'=3 mod4 

I; fr ( sid)a-t-bi 
dmodp i=l p 
(d,p)=l 

x{~ pa-t-b,= 1 mod 4, 

pa-t-b'=3 mod 4. 

Hence D(ptT, a+2)= pn+2D(ptT, a) follows for a>bn +t and the coeffi
cient of xt of F(x; n-1, n-1) is a polynomial inp-•. Thus Lemma 14 
has been proved. 

The condition A(n-2, n-l)=A(n-2, n)=O at s=n is easily trans
formed to the one stated in the introduction. 
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